
 

2017 Cultural Forecast by sparks & honey 

On the evening of December 15th, EOC held a special holiday networking party for mentors in the current 
Academic Year-Long and Mentor for an Evening/Morning programs. One of our ongoing goals is to provide more 
opportunities for mentors to gather together. At this special event, current mentors mingled over cocktails and hors 
d’oeuvres in a structured, informative and innovative atmosphere hosted by sparks & honey. 

sparks & honey is a cultural forensics and strategic innovation agency with a mission to open minds and create 
possibilities. Through their agile, always-on cultural intelligence system that tracks how culture evolves, they are 
able to make change visible at the micro-, macro- and mega-trends level. To help EOC mentors stay up-to-date on 
“must-know” terms and concepts for 2017, cultural strategists Merlin Ward and Anna Griggs presented the sparks 
& honey A-Z Glossary of cultural trends for 2017 at the holiday party. 

 

Trends for 2017 
Here are 3 examples of the 100 trends that sparks & honey predicts will be the “must know” trends for 2017: 

The Inclusive Economy 
Because cultural diversity was a big theme to the 2016 race for the 
White House, sparks & honey predicts that the "inclusive economy" 
will be a buzz term to understand.  From people with disabilities to 
people of different color, political or religious persuasion and 
gender, there is white space for brands to step in and fill the gaps 
that are being left by the political system. 

AI Morality 
How can emerging artificial intelligence and human morality be 
balanced? How to address and remove bias from AI? And how do 
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Mentors listen as sparks & honey’s cultural 
strategists predict “must know” trends for 2017. 

 

 



∗∗∗ 
To get involved and stay updated with what is happening at EOC, please contact the EOC Team at 

ExecutivesonCampus@baruch.cuny.edu. 

we make sure it works at scale and does not do harm to society? 
This is going to be one of the biggest challenges institutions need to 
address over the next four or five years. 

Brand-built World 
Where government and municipalities lag in meeting the needs of 
society, companies are stepping in to provide public spaces and 
infrastructure for people to socialize, learn and explore as extension 
of their brands as experiential marketing and building deep 
connections with consumers through services that meet their basic 
needs. Examples like Facebook’s giant drone providing internet 
connectivity or New Balance cleaning running paths in Boston’s 
winters.  

 

Download the 2017 A-Z of Culture 
Glossary here.  
 

Sign up for daily briefings 
Interested in learning more about cultural forecasts? Sign up to the 
sparks & honey mailing list to receive more information on briefing 
invitations at subscribe@sparksandhoney.com 

 

EOC mentors gather for group photos at the December 
15th Mentors Only Holiday Party. 

 

https://sparkshoney.box.com/s/2597lh05xswzj9uznvvtafwe80aowmnd

